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About This Game

Your goal is to confront and destroy the Demon and locate the lost
Crown of Peace. You will roam your once-beautiful land, routing out

the Demon's hateful minions, solving the mysteries of the fortress,
and moving ever closer to your final encounter with the Demon. Summon

your courage and raise your sword for a fight to the death.

Features:

7 Levels: At the Gates; Underdark, a cavern realm of molten lava;
Chambers of Torment, the dungeons of the fortress; The Commoners Quarters;

Garden of Eternity, the fortress courtyard; The King's Quarters; The Dragon's Den

Wage war with swords, axes, magic, and explosive weaponry through nine quests, seven
levels and five sublevels of the ultimate hack-and-slash action.

Fight for your clan and your world as one of four unique characters each possessing
distinct skills and abilities.

Casts spells, unravel puzzles, interact with extraordinary characters and destroy evil incarnate.

When you launch Clans, you will see a window pop up:
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"Please insert the CLANS CD! Hit OK when done, or Cancel if you don't want any music."

This is an olde school Diablo type game, back in the days when games were run with the CD inserted. The interesting feature of
this particular game is that the

contents of the original CD contained only the music for the game. What this means is that you can put ANY music CD into
your CD player and the game will play it! If you don’t want to have music playing, simply hit ‘Cancel’ and the game will launch.

Have fun!

The original CD audio has been added to the game files. If you want to hear the original soundtrack, you will have to navigate to
your Steam directory where the game files for Clans reside. You will find a folder called "Clans music", and the audio files are

in there. Then you will have to burn an audio CD and put into your CD drive.
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Title: Clans
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Computerhouse
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 11 Aug, 1999
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kinda good but sometimes it's very difficult as being a god you must manage a resources and you must focus and must have a
electricity producer and a future predict skills by a lab and continue and engage many events during youre adventure with those
mims and also theres no english walkthroughs!. Marsti > Karako. I'm left with a desire to seek out salt, holy water, a shotgun,
and a machete.. An awful parody on a game long time forgotten. Lazy programming, non-existant gameplay, dull sounds. Music
is okay, though.

Is it worth trying out? No.. Good controls, nice mechanics, i finshed it without achievements in 50 minutes. She has beautifull
AA defend If you have friend who play aircraft carrier you should buy it
. I was quite amazed at the start of the game with the minimalist approach, something I am fond of. However this quickly got a
bit annoying as soon as I was not able to find the options since I had the wrong resolution and when I had to chose something (I
think controller / mouse) but the icons were not descriptive at all. I suppose I chose the mouse but I ain't sure.

The first few minutes of the game are fine and it seems like everything prepares to say a story without words. And you are
waiting and waiting but that doesn't happen. The gameplay is fluent in the beginning and the puzzles are intriguing even though
you get quite often in the first minutes stopped by useless animations (like cutscenes). I felt everything went to hell when the
gun ability (why is there a gun here?!?) and the second type of level restart came into play. It feel like a badly created
combination of a platform and puzzle games but everything with a minimalistic approach. The puzzles are getting annoying
since rather than keep trying and working around then you just keep restarting and the gun control, at least on a mouse, is plain
horrible.

I feel the game has potential and it might be worth a quick try / demo but considering what other games we can find on steam in
this category I really can't recommend Metrico. And definitely not for the price tag it has.. 5.1\/10

Simple, cheap, playable.

Mehybe that works for you?. I love this game so much and I'm so gay.
The main character Suoh is honestly so relatably gay too it's amazing.
And then there's her senpai Yuzuriha who makes me want to call her
onee-san like wtf??

10/10 yuri experience. Very relaxing and a good time killer
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Can't pause, hope you're using a colostomy bag. Story and graphics are really nice but the combat is TERRIBLE. The morale
means very little in the end. Its worth a play though.. I do like the game... it is an enjoyable puzzle game. That said, it's a
mediocre iOS port that has given me some issues already. Note that the game is free on the AppStore (iPad and iPhone), but
with in-app purchases. Wish I searched more about this before purchase.. O-genki desu ka?. The perfect fusion between Hotline
Miami and Furi. Fast-paced shooting and movements, satisfying Combos and Achievements, and a great time-killer to play
between matchmaking queues or in short breaks. Totally recommend it at full price. Worths, every, dollar. Period.. Nice
package (at the sale price) in theory - but the trains are hard to find - the Class 47030 shown is not to be found at all in QD or as
selectable to create a consist. Based on that, I don't recommend it - it's just not complete or easy to use.. This game is not ready
to be released. Everyone in the battlefield are just like ninjas so you wont even hear their footsteps, moreover they can jump 10
feet or more in the air crossing the building with double jump. The graphics are too poor and needs a lots of work in improving
it. The servers have a lot of lag so if you are not used to the lag you will be killed. The spawn locations are awful so you get
spawned beside the enemy so whoever comes first will kill you.

The characters animation isnt even good enough for being in alpha. The person spins while walking there is a second gun
following the person. You can buy the game at the present state if you prefer being a ninja or just wait till they make it better.
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